
 
 
Entry for Cannonball Gnällbältet 2016 
 
We are happy to welcome you to a speedy and adventurous Cannonball Scooter Run 
2016 in Gnällbältet, Sweden! 
Quite shortly we have decided to to a Cannonball in the traditional sense: 
checkpoints, some manned stations, perhaps a gymkhana, brainpuzzles, questions 
and navigation – only by map of course. Naturally the aid of GPS or similar devices is 
not allowed.  
The rally is done in teams of two riders, on one scooter each. Automatic scooters 
compete in a separate class. We accept 35 teams, after that the race is full. 
 
What’s this ”Gnällbältet”-thing you ask?  
 
Well, Gnällbältet, which translates into something like ”the whining belt”, is a joking 
or derogatory name for the area in the middle of sweden where the dialects are 
considered to have a somewhat whiny sound.  
 
Gnällbältet is usually considered to reach from Laxå, past Örebro and to Eskilstuna.  
There are times in which inhabitants of Eskilstuna and Örebro claim that the other 
citys dialect is a great deal more whiny than their own. This points to that the 
phenomena is at it’s strongest around these part.  
 
 
More information about the contest, such as where basecamp is located, will be 
revealed approximately one week before the start of the race. Detailed rules will be 
revealed at the same time. 
 
 
When you sign up we need you to do the following: 
 

1. Send the following information in an e-mail to:  
 
anmalancannonball2016@gmail.com 

  
-    The name of your team 
- The name of you and your teammates 
- Which scooters will you be riding? 
- Are your scooters manually geared or automatic? 
- Do you need special food – vegetarian, allergies etc? 
-    Are you members of Svenska Scooterklubben? 



 
 
 

2. Pay the entrance fee to: 
 
IBAN: SE5260000000000911488138 
SWIFT/BIC code: HANDSESS 

 
Important!!! (state your teamname and Cannonball 2016). 
 
 
Members of Svenska Scooterklubben SSK pay    875 SEK 
 
Non-members of Svenska Scooterklubben SSK pay      1000 SEK 
 
 
IMPORTANT! Remember to state your teamname when you pay so we 
know who the money is from. Registration is done on a ”first come, first 
served”-basis och you are not considered registrered untill payment has 
been done. When 35 teams have payed no more will be allowed to enter 
the race. The registration is binding and no refunds will be made if you 
have to cancel your participation. However, if you find someone who 
wants to take your place at the event that is OK up until one week before 
the start of the race.   

 
 

See you in Gnällbältet may 5-8, 2016!  
 
 

 

 
	  


